Preserve the premium
bag-in-box wine
experience

Protect the quality of your wines
from the first press to the final pour
The premiumization of boxed wine has raised the stakes for liquid packaging
solutions. Now, more than ever, brands need packaging that preserves the integrity
of their high-end bag-in-box wine for an extended period of time.
Liqui-Box wine bags feature our patent-pending Vino2Gard™ film, engineered to meet
and exceed the stringent requirements of premium boxed wines. Vino2Gard delivers
unprecedented protection from oxidation for even the most complex profiles—
targeting a shelf life of 18 months versus the industry standard of 12 months.
With Vino2Gard, your customers can enjoy their favorite wines for longer, while you
enjoy a packaging solution that goes above and beyond industry benchmarks.
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Liqui-Box uses a portfolio of outer barrier
wine-grade films with Vino2Gard to offer the
full spectrum of oxygen barrier performance
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Technical ingenuity
you can raise a glass to
Proven high-barrier films. Superior flex crack technology.
Outstanding mechanical performance. From bag to tap,
Liqui-Box wine bags are engineered to outperform at every
level. Ingenious Vino2Gard film, combined with a proprietary
product contact inner ply, offers a level of protection
unmatched in the industry. With Vino2Gard, every note of your
wine is preserved for longer enjoyment.

Vino2Gard laminated
structure is engineered
to run lean and clean
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More
Reliable

More
Durable

More
Sustainable

From a secure supply
chain to seamless
performance on the
line, Vino2Gard ensures
a fluid production
process for greater
speed to market.

Vino2Gard’s incredible
strength protects your
wines during packaging,
transportation and
storage—delivering
the structural integrity
needed to keep your
products safe at
every turn.

Our coextruded
films and thermally
laminated structures
are engineered to
improve film orientation
and mechanical
properties, resulting in
high-performance wine
bags that minimize
product waste,
packaging and CO2
emissions.
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• Excellent low-friction characteristics to ensure smooth
operation during filling and loading, with high resistance
to flex cracking
• Uses no solvents and chemicals
• Best-in-class resistance to oxygen transmission,
extending shelf life and protecting color and consistency
• Balanced in orientation, resulting in a tougher bag
• Designed to be a more supple, flexible lamination that
can stand up well to all the demands of the application
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The premium bag-in-box
wine packaging solution from
which all good things flow
At Liqui-Box, we’re committed to creating impenetrable partnerships
with our customers through liquid packaging solutions that protect
products, investments and the planet.
Contact your Liqui-Box representative or email info@liquibox.com to
begin a trial, and take the first step toward best-in-class preservation
of your premium boxed wines.
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